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Next Generation DNA Sequencing and the 
Birth of a Golden Era for Microbial Ecology
Powered by
In 2005, a breakthrough technology was 
Announced that provided a quantum leap
In DNA sequencing capacity
This technology differed from the Sanger method 
In many ways:
1. Eliminates cloning—completely circumvents cloning bias
2. Uses bead technology—DNA templates are attached to sepharose beads
3. Relies on pyrosequencing chemistry—synthesis is sequential not partial
4. Parallelizes the sequencing process—hundreds of thousands of beads can 
be sequenced in parallel 
The bottom line:  it makes production-scale sequencing 
Available to the common man
What the Nex Gen technology means to researchers 
1. Production-scale sequencing now readily available
2. Even medium-size genomes (up to 200 Mb) can be done de novo
3. Elimination of cloning bias 
4. Metagenomics now more feasible 
How does it work? 
Collection of DNA segments 
With A and B adapters
Attach to beads: single 
Segment: bead
PCR amplify single 
Segments on beads
Gravity deposition of beads into wells of picotitre plate 
Wells of PTP are then packed with 
enzyme beads by centrifugation

Nuts and bolts of the different steps
Library Preparation
1.Shotgun Library
2.Paired-end library
3.Amplicon library
Figure 2. Clonal bead library generation via emulsion PCR. 
At least 10 ug total DNA
Steps in Shotgun Library Preparation
1. Shearing of DNA by Nebulization into 400-800 base fragments
2. Removal of small fragments by attachment of larger fragments to beads
3. Polishing of ends (exonuclease and DNA Pol) 
4. Ligation of A and B adapters onto ends 
5. Attachment to beads
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Paired-end library preparation 

Hairpin adapters protect ligated
Fragments from exonuclease digestion 
Amplicon Library Preparation
A B
Target primers
Target Gene 
A B
Target primers
Target Gene 1 
A B
Target primers
Target Gene 2
Pool and sequence in same lane (region)
Emulsion PCR—a love-hate relationship that 
Develops after library preparation
Collection of DNA segments 
With A and B adapters
Attach to beads: single 
Segment: bead
PCR amplify single 
Segments on beads
*Key step in emulsion PCR:  obtaining 
A SST DNA / bead ratio less than 1 




After PCR, break emulsions and recover beads

Bead switch:  at this point, 
the DNA is attached on one 
end to the DNA capture 
beads via biotin/avidin and 
the other end covalently 
linked to the original bead 
by the B strand.  
Loading the Picotitre Plate (PTP)
Center to center = 50 microns
Beads are 40 microns in dia.
The sequencing reaction:  sequencing by synthesis 
A. Inchworm model as Polymerase walks down    
template with each nucleotide incorporation
B.Unlike Sanger sequencing which is a partial 
reaction—collection of synthetic fragments 
stopped at different positions with terminators.
C.Unlike Maxim-Gilbert sequencing which is a 
Partial reaction—collection of fragments broken 
At different positions.





“The Machine”


The sequencing “Kit”—why your 
run costs so damn much!!
…and why Roche-454 is getting rich



Next Generation Sequencing:  the technology and applications 
Illumina sequence length limited by the length that can form an effective bridge
ABI SOLiD
Primer elongated by LIGASE using degenerate octanucleotides
nnnGAnnFLUOR.  Gives the sequences of bases at positions 4 and 5 from end
Of primer.  After ligation and detection of fluor, cleave bases 
3’ to match and religate with a fresh set of the same degenerate octanucleotides
This gives sequence at positions 9 and 10.  This is repeated several times.  Then
A new primer is annealed that is moved back one base.  The same series 
Of ligation and detection follows, giving sequence at positions 3 and 4, then 8 and 10
Then 13 and 14, etc.. 

